Beyond Security 'Countermeasures'.

Implementation technology to immediately and forcibly eliminate 3-way handshake of
backdoors and viruses
- This is the foundation for ending the age of cyber terrorism -

Feature:
Probability of a successful attempt to make an unauthorized communication connection = 0
METEORA SYSTEM Co., Ltd. (Isehara City, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan; President: Eiji Watanabe) has
been conducting research in information theory and developing implementation technologies since the
1970s. One of our intellectual properties, Implementation technology to immediately and forcibly eliminate
3-way handshakes of backdoors and viruses, will be presented. This mathematical defense technique
neutralizes backdoors (including viruses) and DDoS attacks. In the future, we will seek to provide our
technology to companies developing zero-trust solutions. We look forward to hearing from you about
partnership opportunities.
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1．Introduction
The following topics are included:
- This solution is an upgrade of the current "Internet Protocol Suit".
- This solution is not a patch technology. It is a universal technology derived from our intellectual

property, i.e., a mathematical defense technology.
- This solution dramatically limits the freedom of backdoors (including viruses) and DDoS attacks.
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- It is impossible for a cyber attacker to enter the network through the gateway and move freely across this

communication channel.
-

2．Yahoo! incident (In 2000)
More than 20 years after February 2000, cyber terrorism is still gaining momentum. Why is this? During
that time, NIST and various international organizations have been working on standardization, but cyber
terrorism is still gaining momentum. Why is this?
The world has been "countermeasures" against the target (attack target) after each incident. For example,
they encourage companies to install countermeasure products, provide training for employees, and
advocate the creation of an international siege network. All of this is to say that we are discussing a
"tangible" scope.

3．U.S. CYBER COMMAND noted
A report prepared by the U.S. CYBER COMMAND in 2020 makes the following important points;
“Cyber intruders may gain access to a network through gateway nodes and subsequently move laterally through the network
over the course of many days, months, or even years.”
“Detecting intruders, tracking their movements, estimating risk throughout the network, applying defensive countermeasures,
and assessing damage and information exposure all present technical challenges.”
Our intellectual property is an implementation technology that addresses the above issues. It is not a
"patch" technology for "countermeasures," nor is it a system that combines NIST standards, but a defense
technology based on C. E. SHANNON's mathematics.

4．Fundamentally solve the backdoor problem ̲ Backdoors exist without proof ̲
- Characteristics of Cyber Terrorism
Because backdoors use the Internet Protocol Suit (TCP/IP), no matter how many security "measures" you
claim to have strengthened, they have no e ect. For example, no amount of key or password management
will have any e ect on backdoors. Cyber-terrorists can launch an operation at any time and of their own
volition. In other words, there is no warning of an attack. Backdoors are often installed during shipping or
maintenance, and no one has yet proven their existence. Why is this? The reason is simple: Internet
Protocol Suit (TCP/IP) itself is a backdoor. This realization led us to the invention of this IP.

- There is no comparison in this solution
Internet Protocol Suit (TCP/IP) has an identi er called IP address in the IP layer and an identi er called
PORT number in the TCP layer. Layer 5 of the OSI reference model is a virtual communication channel
between ports.
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Our technology is to add a third identi er to this virtual communication channel. By adding an identi er to
the virtual communication channel, the system with the identi er selectively cuts o the communication
channel of the backdoor even if the backdoor tries to establish a communication channel. This solves the
backdoor problem. Since there is no similar technology, there is no comparison.

5．Hyper- ne time stamp
The new system of identi ers are 256[bit] random numbers synchronized to the computer's TOD (Time of
Day).

① "Synch. Log" indicates the time when there is no channel hijacking.
② "Asynch. Log" indicates the time when the channel hijacking was shutdown.

6．Why is it possible to disconnect only the backdoor communication channel?
Backdoor parameters are set during shipping and maintenance. All of these parameters are in the past
tense. Even if the user steals the hyper- ne time stamp, time passes during the incubation period, and the
backdoor's tense is still in the past. Thus, when the backdoor attempts to establish a connection, two
Hyper- ne time stamps exist for a single ID.

7．DoS attacks, DDoS attacks
Cyber attacks, especially DoS attacks, utilize TCP/IP. Therefore, no matter how much you cry out for
stronger security "countermeasures," it is meaningless. An attacker can launch an operation at any time
and of his own volition. Everywhere on the Internet becomes a battle eld without a declaration of war.
And the attack target can be described as magically "numb. This solution reverses this position: We call it
Internet Protocol Suit (TCP/IP) with Hyper- ne time stamp is Advanced TCP/IP.
Disclosing only the protocol logic, an attacker throws an [ACK] to the net, but does not receive a
[SYN+ACK] back, and in the meantime, the attacker's computers are forced to "wait," meaning that the
attacker's computers are "numb.
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8．Proof of concept is done.
The previous screenshot Hyper- ne time stamp is a log of the virtual communication channel at layer 5.
This demonstrates the concept of Advanced TCP/IP: the [ACK] thrown by a DoS attacker to the net is
classi ed as (2) "Asynchronous Log" and the net does not return a [SYN+ACK], so even if, for example, the
attacker thinks that "no one will notice", the [SYN+ACK] will not be returned, because it will be classi ed
as Hyper - ne time stamps do not respond to the [ACK] of a DoS attack, and it is Advanced TCP/IP, not
TCP/IP as we know it today, that can counter DoS attacks, and this is the basis for ending the era of cyber
terrorism.

9．Patent information
This paper is written using quotations and edited descriptions from our patent speci cations. Detailed
information, including patent numbers, will be disclosed in the course of speci c discussions based on
NDA.
11．Inquiries about this release
METEORA SYSTEM Co., Ltd
https://www.meteora-system.com
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